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sub: lmprovement of Qos of Mobile Data services- Efficient utilisation of satellite Bandwidth.

The utilisation of Satellite bandwidth in AN Circle has been examined by NWo-CM cell of BSNL Co. and ameeting was held with ED/CN yesterday where srGM/ MPLS and SrGivl/NWo-cM ot gsNr co. discussedthe possibility of aggregating Internet Traffic of BB, wLL and Mobile from A&N islands 
-lihas 

been decidedto find out a solution so that the QoS/ speed can be enhanced for Internet ,."o Ootr.r ,ring DSL broadbandand Mobile Network technologies.

The present utllisation of Satellite links between A&N Islands and Mainland for Internet Traffic is given forinformat ion:

1) Total  bandwidth for Internet
Broadband -  52E1 ;
Mobi le 3G - 8E 1 :
Mobile 2G - 21E1 and
CDMA EVDO - 6E1

2) Internet Customer's base:
Broadband-6000 (approx);
Mobi le 3G- 7000(approx),
Mobi le 2G -53,000 (approx) and
CDMA EVD0-6000 (approx),

lf the QoS/ speed to internet users are considered then it is found that 6000 Broadband users are
having total 100Mbps link but 7000 Mobile Broadband users are getting a combined bandwidth of 16
Mbps. lf both the bandwidth are aggregated, the internet traffic frori all Lisers and the eoS experienced
by all will be better.

It is therefore, requested to all Circle Head of CM vertical to undertake similar analysis for locations
where ever Satellite ljnks for Internet connectivity are used and suggest a possible modification so
that the Internet rraffic from Mobile 2G, Mobile 3c, cDlvA eVoo ano Broadband (if any) are
aggregated and send to main node using a complete transponder bandwidth instead'of  ei ist ing
connect ion at  E1 level .

J&K and KL circle are requested to immediately undertake similar analysts for Leh & Kargil and
Lakshadeep respect ively and submit  report  by 31-03-20i5.
This js issued with the approval  of  Sr.  GM NWO-CM.

Copy to: 1) PPS to ED/CN BSNL Co- For information to ED/CN
2) PGM (Radio) BSNL Co - For n/a pl
3 )  Sr  cM(MPLS)  /  Sr  GM(BB- tN)  BSNL Co -  For  n ta  p l
4) GM(NWP-GSM-Il) BSNL Co - For information and n/a pl
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